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GLOSSARY OF TERMS

Age calculations Unless otherwise cited, age is as of December 31 of the reporting year. For students, the age is truncated
(e.g. 5.4 becomes 5). For  teachers, the age is not truncated (e.g., for 1989, -- the school year 1989-90; a
teacher born on June 2, 1961 would be 28.6 years old.  This figure is then rounded to the nearest integer, in
this case, 29.  However, when computing median age and average age, no rounding is done).

Allocations The number of teacher salary units provided to school districts in accordance with The Schools Act, 1997.

Assessment The systematic process of gathering information on student learning so that a clear and valid picture
emerges of what students know and are able to do in a particular curriculum area.  Information is gathered
at the classroom level through a variety of activities, tasks, and strategies such as observation, questioning,
conferencing, learning logs, and portfolios.  Provincial assessment includes: criterion-referenced testing
and public examinations.

Certificate of Grade A teaching certificate issued in accordance with The Teacher Training Act.

Composite score The average score calculated based on a number of subtest scores.

Constructed response A test item for which a student must create his/her own response or product rather than select a
item response from an enumerated set.  A short-answer item requires a few words, whereas extended-response

items require at least a few sentences.

Criterion-Referenced A term used to describe tests that are designed to provide information about specific knowledge or
Test skills possessed by students in relation to specified learning outcomes such as key-stage outcomes.

Curriculum outcomes Statements articulating what students are expected to know and be able to do in particular subject areas. These
outcome statements also describe what knowledge, skills and attitudes students are expected to demonstrate
at the end of certain key stages in their education as a result of their cumulative learning experiences at each
grade level in the entry to graduation continuum (e.g., key-stage, curriculum outcomes for English Language
Arts at grades 3,6,9,12)

Evaluation The process of analyzing, reflecting upon and summarizing assessment information, and making judgments
or decisions based upon the information gathered. 

External assessment The administration of externally prepared, large scale assessments of hundreds and sometimes thousands of
students. Assessments usually take place in core curricular areas such as language arts, math, and science.
This may be done by departments of education (e.g., criterion-referenced tests), national and international
groups (e.g., Program for International Student Assessment (PISA) and School Achievement Indicators
Program (SAIP)).

French programs Core French Program - program of instruction in which students study the various aspects of French
language during a regularly scheduled time slot for other subject areas.

Expanded Core French Program - program of instruction in which students study the Core French
program, plus at least one other complete subject where content and instruction are given entirely in
French.

French First Language Program - program for children of Francophone parents in which French is the
language of instruction in the classroom for all or most subject areas, and the means of communication in
the school environment

French Immersion Program -  French Immersion consists of programs and courses designed for English-
speaking students in which French is the language of instruction and, as much as possible, the means of
communication of the classroom. French immersion serves to achieve the Essential Graduation Learnings.  
In Newfoundland and Labrador, two options in French Immersion studies are available:  Early French

Immersion (EFI) and Late French Immersion (LFI)

Early French Immersion Program (EFI) -extends from Kindergarten to Level III, beginning at the
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Kindergarten level with approximately 100 percent of instruction in French. With the introduction of English
Language Arts at Grade 3 and other subjects in English in later grades, the percentage of instructional time
in French decreases through the years of schooling.

French programs Late French Immersion Program (LFI ) - extends from Grade 7 to Level III with approximately 75 percent
of instruction in French in Grades 7 and 8. The percentage of instruction in French decreases through the
years of schooling.

Full-time equivalent The number of students enrolled.  Kindergarten students who attend school 50% of a school day are
enrolment  counted as one half.  

Full-time equivalent Head count of full-time teachers, plus part-time teachers according to the percent of allocated unit.
 teacher Teachers  who are employed less than full-time are counted in accordance with the percentage employed,

i.e., a teacher who is employed 75 per cent of a full-time contract is counted as 75 per cent of a full-time
equivalent teacher.

     
Full-time teacher Teacher employed as 100% of an allocated unit.

Graduate A student who has satisfied high school graduation requirements.

Graduation The successful completion of high school graduation requirements. (At present, this is the attainment of
eight (8) credits in Language Arts, 12 credits in Mathematics/Science/Technology, four (4) credits in Social
Studies, two (2) credits in Enterprise/Economic Education, four (4) credits in personal development and an
overall 36 credits. At least 20 of the total credits obtained must be beyond Level 1 and at least nine (9) of
the obtained credits must be beyond Level 2 and be attained in the Newfoundland and Labrador Senior
High School Program.)

Graduation rate The percentage of students in a particular group who successfully complete the requirements for graduation.
The number of graduates for a given age group compared to the total population for that same age group. 
The graduation rate is calculated by taking the sum of age-specific ratios ( [number of graduates aged 15
divided by the population aged 15] + [number of graduates aged 16 divided by the population aged 16] .. +
[number of graduates aged 19 to 24 divided by the population aged 19] ).

Individual Support An educational plan for students with special needs summarizing the relevant information regarding the
Services Plan student’s strengths, needs, and learning goals.  A student receives support in addition to or sometimes

instead of regular curriculum programming.

Licence A licence issued in accordance with the Teacher Training Act (issued for one year only).

Part-time teacher Teacher who is employed is less than 100% of an allocated unit.

Permit A permit issued in accordance with the Teacher Training Act. (Restricted certificate issued to teachers who
have not completed a teacher training program but who have at least four years of university study in certain
approved subject areas.)

Point on salary scale The step on the teacher salary scale which identifies the annual salary to which the individual teacher is
entitled.

Private candidate Candidate registered in the Senior High School Program and for school level examinations in regular Level 3
courses who is not attending any regular school.

Private school A school established, with the prior written approval of the Minister, under Section 43 of the Schools Act,
1997.

Provincial school A school established under Section 50 of the Schools Act, 1997. The Minister may establish and operate a
provincial school. A provincial school may be operated by the department separately, or by, with or for
another department for government, a board or an organization approved by the Minister.

Public school A school, established under the Schools Act, 1997 and operated by a publicly-funded school board.
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Pupil Teacher Ratio        A ratio, calculated by dividing the full-time equivalent enrolment by the number of full-time equivalent 
(PTR) (Provincial) educators, excluding directors, assistant directors and program specialists employed at the district school
                                           board office.

Reporting The processes and procedures used to communicate the summary and interpretation of information about
student learning to various audiences who require it.

Rubric Identifies and describes the criteria used to assess student performance.  An analytic rubric rates or scores
separate parts or characteristics of a product or process.   A holistic rubric rates or scores a product or
process as a whole without first scoring the individual components.

    Primary analytic
    writing rubric - 2001 Writing Category: Content  - The Content category describes how effectively the writer establishes a
        purpose, selects and integrates ideas (i.e., information, events, emotions, opinions and perspectives) and   

Includes details (e.g., evidence, anecdotes, examples, descriptions, and characteristics) to support,
develop and/or illustrate ideas.

Writing Category: Organization - The Organization category describes how effectively the writer creates
an opening and provides closure; establishes and maintains a focus; orders and arranges events, ideas,
and/or details within each paragraph and within the work as a whole; establishes relationships between
events, ideas, and/or details within each paragraph and within the work as a whole.

Writing Category: Sentence Fluency - The Sentence Fluency category describes how effectively the
writer constructs sentences. It includes the writer's ability to control syntax (i.e., the arrangement of words
to form a sentence, the arrangement of sentences within a paragraph) and to create variety in sentence
type and length (i.e., simple, compound, and complex sentences).

Writing Category: Voice - The Voice category describes how effectively the writer communicates in a
manner that is expressive and engaging, thereby revealing the writer’s stance toward the subject. Voice is
evident when the writer shows a sense of his/her personality through the writing.

Writing Category: Word Choice - The Word Choice category describes how effectively the writer chooses
words and expressions for appropriateness, precision, and variety. Word Choice can create powerful
imagery (i.e., it should help the reader picture people, places, and objects and sense feelings written about
by the author).

Writing Category: Conventions - The Conventions category describes how effectively the writer controls
grammar, punctuation, spelling, capitalization, paragraphing, legibility and presentation. Conventions affect
readability. 

     Elementary analytic Writing Category:  Content - The Content category describes how effectively the writer establishes a
     writing rubric - 2002  purpose,  selects and integrates ideas related to content (i.e., information, events, emotions, opinions, and

perspectives) and includes details (e.g., evidence, anecdotes, examples, descriptions, and characteristics)
to support, develop, and/or illustrate ideas.

Writing Category: Organization - The Organization category describes how effectively the writer creates
an opening and provides closure; establishes and maintains a focus; orders and arranges events, ideas,
and/or details within each paragraph and within the work as a whole; establishes relationships between
events, ideas, and/or details within each paragraph and within the work as a whole.

Writing Category:  Sentence Fluency - The Sentence Fluency category describes how effectively the
writer

 constructs sentences. It includes the writer's ability to control syntax (i.e., the usage and arrangement of
words to form a sentence, the arrangement of sentences within a paragraph) and to create variety in
sentence type and length (i.e., simple, compound, and complex sentences).

Writing Category:  Voice - The Voice category describes how effectively the writer communicates in a
manner that is expressive and engaging, thereby revealing the writer’s stance toward the subject. Voice is
evident when the writer shows a sense of his/her personality through the writing.
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Writing Category:  Word Choice - The Word Choice category describes how effectively the writer chooses
words and expressions for appropriateness, precision, and variety. Word Choice can create powerful
imagery  (i.e., it should help the reader picture people, places, and objects and sense feelings written about
by the author). Figurative language (e.g., similes, metaphors, and personification) helps create vivid
images.

Writing Category:  Conventions - The Conventions category describes how effectively the writer controls
grammar, punctuation, spelling, capitalization, paragraphing, legibility, and presentation. Conventions affect
readability.

Intermediate  analytic Writing Category:  Content - The Content category describes how effectively the writer establishes a purpose,
writing rubric - 2003  selects and integrates ideas related to content (i.e., information, events, emotions, opinions, and perspectives)

and includes details (e.g., evidence, anecdotes, examples, descriptions, and characteristics) to support,
develop, and/or illustrate ideas in a unified manner which considers the audience.

    Writing Category: Organization - The Organization category describes how effectively the writer creates an
    opening and provides closure; establishes and maintains a focus; orders and arranges events, ideas, and/or

details within each paragraph and within the work as a whole; establishes relationships between events, ideas,
and/or details within each paragraph and within the work as a whole, promoting coherence and unity.

Writing Category:  Sentence Fluency - The Sentence Fluency category describes how effectively the writer
 constructs sentences to convey meaning. It includes the writer's ability to control syntax (i.e., the usage and

arrangement of words to form a sentence with the proper use of punctuation and capitalization, the arrangement
of sentences within a paragraph) and to create variety in sentence type and length (i.e., simple, compound, and
complex sentences). Sentence construction gives the reader a sense of the writer’s style.

Writing Category:  Voice - The Voice category describes how effectively the writer communicates in a manner
that is expressive and engaging, thereby revealing the writer’s stance toward the subject. Voice is evident when
the writer shows a sense of his/her personality through the writing.

Writing Category:  Word Choice - The Word Choice (Diction) category describes how effectively the writer
chooses words and expressions for appropriateness, precision, and variety. Word Choice can create powerful
imagery  (i.e., it should help the reader picture people, places, and objects and sense feelings written about
by the author). Figurative language (e.g., similes, metaphors, and personification) helps create vivid images.

Writing Category:  Conventions - The Conventions category describes how effectively the writer controls
grammar, punctuation, spelling, capitalization, paragraphing, and presentation. Conventions and legibility affect
readability.

School As defined by Section 2 of the Schools Act, 1997, a school means the body of school students that is organized
as a unit for the purposes of education and includes the teachers and other staff members associated with the
unit as well as the lands and premises used in connection with the unit.

School district A school district is a district as defined in Section 2 of the Schools Act, 1997.

Senior high School Final three years of study in a 13-year, Kindergarten to Grade 12 education.  The program is structured on a
program course credit basis entailing the accumulation of three or more years culminating in the acquisition of a Senior

High School Graduation Diploma.

Special education Change in reporting - Prior to 1989-90, all students receiving special education programs and services were
reported under the category "Special Education" and not under their grade levels.  Since 1989-90, students who
receive special education are reported in their home-based classroom. Information is also gathered on all
students who receive special education services based on age and area and degree of exceptionality.

Policy - The Special Education Policy Manual directs school districts to offer a wide range of services in a
variety of settings determined to be appropriate to meet student needs. The model of service delivery is one
that includes the provision of specialized instruction in all appropriate settings. Students begin their formal
education in grade level classroom settings with support services provided when necessary. Decisions are
made on an individual student basis using the Individual Support Services Planning (ISSP) process.
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Standardized testing The process of using uniform tests to compare achievement.

Student A person enrolled in a school, or required to be enrolled in a school in accordance with the Schools Act, 1997.

Student assistant A person who is hired to perform the duties of a student assistant as defined in their collective agreement.

Teacher A teacher, as defined in Section 2 of the Schools Act, 1997, is a person who has a valid certificate, licence or
permit issued under the Teacher Training Act.

Teacher-Pupil Ratio Ratio of full-time equivalent teachers/educators to pupils. 
(TPR) 

Text Describes any language event, whether oral, written, or visual.  A conversation, a poem, a novel, a poster, a
music video, a television program, and a multi-media production, for example, are all texts. 

Urban See Appendix.
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